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Supplementary Fig. 1 Magnetic sifter magnetic film properties. (a) B-H loop of the sifter die
following deposition of a 12 micron thick permalloy (Ni80Fe20) film, exhibiting soft magnetic
behavior. (b) B-H loop of same magnetic sifter after 4 weeks of storage in PBS and experimental
use. No degradation of magnetic film properties was observed.

Supplementary Fig. 2 Experimental apparatus. (a) The magnetic sifter die is secured in an
acrylic holder with O-rings to create a fluid tight seal around the patterned pore area. (b) Blood
samples are loaded into a well situated above the magnetic sifter and pulled through into a fluid
outlet underneath. (c) The magnetic sifter holder is positioned above a neodymium-iron-boron
magnet during the capture step, and the blood sample is pulled through the magnetic sifter with a
programmable syringe pump.
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Supplementary Fig. 3 Simulation results. Simulation geometry and calculated trajectories of
magnetically labeled cells. (a) Top-view, perpendicular external field. (b) Cross-section view of
the center three pores for perpendicular external field configuration. Magnetically labeled cells
move towards the edges of the pore due to the high local field gradients. (c) Corresponding
trajectories for a parallel external magnetizing field. Magnetically labeled cells move towards the
sides of the pore as they pass through the array.
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Supplementary Fig. 4 Quantification of cellular EpCAM. Scatter plots of phycoerythrin (PE)
fluorescence intensity versus forward scatter intensity for various cell lines used in spiking
experiments with the magnetic sifter. Median absolute EpCAM antibody binding sites for each
cell line was determined from a calibration curve constructed from measurements on
QuantiBRITE PE beads.
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Supplementary Fig. 5 Cell viability and reculturing. H-1650 cells were stained with a
LIVE/DEAD viability kit (Invitrogen, Cat.#L-3224) before (a) and after (b) magnetic labeling
and processing with the magnetic sifter. Live cells fluoresce green, whereas dead cells fluoresce
red. The ratio of live to dead cells was observed to remain unchanged after separation with the
magnetic sifter. H-1650 cells, prelabeled with green CellTracker dye, were also spiked into
whole blood, separated with the magnetic sifter and eluted into a 64-well plate for cell culture.
Cells were eluted in media (see Materials and Methods) and maintained in an incubator at 37oC in
5% CO2. (c) A fluorescence micrograph of a cluster of H-1650 cells four days after processing
with the magnetic sifter. (d) A bright-field optical micrograph of a confluent well three weeks
after processing with the magnetic sifter.
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Supplementary Fig. 6 Cell scored as CTC from healthy donor sample. Merged fluorescence
image (DAPI (blue), CD-45-PE (red), CK-FITC (green)) containing a cell captured from a
healthy donor blood sample and scored as a CTC. The magnetic sifter pores are outlined by
dashed boxes. Scale bar is 40 μm.
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Supplementary Fig. 7 Cell image galleries. Examples of cells scored as circulating tumor cells
from patient samples enumerated in this work. Each tile is 30 μm x 30 μm.

Operation in Lateral Flow Configuration - Supplementary Movies
Separations can be performed in either the vertical flow mode described throughout, or in a
“lateral flow” configuration which allows real time optical characterization. In the lateral mode,
the pore array is housed between 2 transparent windows which are spaced 100 μm above and
below the porated, 500 μm thick, wafer which supports the magnetic film. The 100 μm gaps are
chosen to be thin enough to provide adequate optical transmission for optical imaging through
strongly absorbing whole blood samples, while millimeter gaps can be used for sufficiently
dilute cell suspensions. In our upright microscope, the flow cell is usually oriented so that the
magnetic film is on top and suspended cells flow through a slot at the edge and just above the
pore array. Reflected white light is used for bright field imaging of the magnetic film surface and
of cells suspended above it, and a mercury lamp provides fluorescence excitation from above.
The flow cell can be inverted on the microscope stage to provide images of the silicon web on
the die backside, which provides a view of cells exiting the pore array. Backlighting, with weak
white light illumination from below the pore array, is useful for identifying pore locations in
fluorescence mode, but the relatively long optical path length, through the 0.5 mm thick wafer
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and abutting 100 μm gaps, causes strong optical absorption for light which is transmitted through
the pores when the pores are filled with whole blood. A drain hole, located beneath and at the
radial center of the pore array, collects cells and fluid which have flowed through the pores. For
imaging the full area of the pore array in Supplementary Movies 1 and 2, we used a 2.5x
objective with a small numerical aperture (NA) of 0.07, which produces images with resolution
and pixel spacing near 10 μm and a depth of field of about 100 μm. Thus cells are not sharply
focused, but the focus is maintained over the entire 100 μm gap between magnetic film and
window. Illumination is spread over a 5mm area, so fluorescence excitation, and hence emission,
is quite weak compared to higher magnification images.
We have used this configuration to record images during flow of blood/PBS samples, spiked
with H1650 cells dyed with CellTrackerTM green, at various flow rates and for selected
PBS/Blood dilutions. Supplementary Movie 1 shows image streams for a 1:1 PBS:blood mixture
which is flowed at ~ 1 mL hr-1 flow rate. Supplementary Figure 8 includes selected images from
this movie. At very low flow rates, < 1 mL hr-1, much of the initial fluid (PBS) within the flow
cell remains stationary and the injected fluid flows in a relatively narrow region that is roughly
directed towards the central drain hole. In this case, the flow patterns may assume some laminar
flow characteristics near the narrow feed and drain ports, but laminar flow within in the flow cell
body is not well developed. As the flow rate increases to 1 mL hr-1, the input flow, which
emanates from the feed slot that is fed by a tube that runs in the “up” direction (arrow in
Supplementary Figure 8a), flows toward the central drain hole while extending into the central
and upper right portion of the pore array due to inertial effects from the feed flow. The Reynolds
number, using aqueous density and viscosity and a 1 mm sec-1 velocity, is about equal to the
scale length (in mm), so strong turbulence is not expected. In ideal circumstances, we would
expect the blood sample to provide uniform optical absorption in the regions which it fills, but
this is often not observed at low flow rates. Instead, it is found that the blood sample does
darken the reflected images, but this darkening can appear in narrow “stripes” (separated by
transparent regions at the lower left). Because the darkness of regions corresponds to the local
red blood cell density, due to their strong optical absorption, and because the flow patterns are
smooth and continuous, the transparent “striped” regions between the dark stripes must be
comprised of flowing transparent fluid. The cells that would be expected to flow within these
transparent stripes have been accumulated or deflected into the adjacent dark stripes, where the
cell concentration is thus significantly increased over that of the feed suspension. In the upper
right of this image, a large region is observed to progressively become more opaque than the
initial diluted blood sample, again implying that the local density of blood cells has increased
beyond the density of the feed suspension. This highly darkened region must have high cell
densities, but not necessarily a high local cellular flow rate. These cellular flow rates are best
determined from cell trajectories observed using fluorescence, as described below, and such
analysis reveals no mobile cells in this region, implying that this dark region is actually a
blockage to cell flow. Such blockages can initially arise when clumps of cells restrict cell flow,
but continue to allow fluid flow to deliver more cells to the clump. In addition to such clumping
effects, the effective local viscosity can also significantly increase, due to the high local volume
fraction of cells, which further reduces both cell and fluid flow. This can ultimately lead to an
instability where flow of both cells and fluid becomes obstructed, resulting in local “clogging”.
To track actual cell flow we spiked H1650 lung cancer tumor cells, dyed with CellTracker green,
into PBS/blood mixtures and recorded video images of fluorescence during flow. A multiply
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expoosed fluoresscence imagge is shownn in Suppleementary Fiigure 8b. T
The trajectorries of spikked
cellss, regional cell velocitty variationss, “striped” flow regioons where ccells are defflected out of
transparent regiions and intoo dark regioons due to cell flow bloockages in thhe input slott, and of grooss
blocckages (darkk regions whhere no fluoorescent cellls move) onn the magneetic sifter suurface (arrow
w)
are apparent.
a
Siimilar effeccts in simplee lateral flow
w cells havee been described previoously, and aare
also associatedd with flow
ws which hhave inadeqquate shear to disrupt cell-cell or cell-surfaace
ming cell shhapes.
interractions or tto disrupt ceell complexees by deform

(c)
(a)
(b)
Sup
pplementaryy Fig. 8 (a)). Reflected light imagee of diluted blood sampple (PBS:bllood = 1:1)
flow
wing into laateral flow cell at 1 m
mL hr-1. D
Dark regionss corresponnd to the presence of
absoorbing red bblood cells. The inlet tuube is alongg the arrow,, and the poore array diaameter is 5
mm. (b) Multipply exposedd image show
wing trajecttories of spiked fluoresscent cells, with pores
visuualized by bbacklightingg the pore aarray. Note many cells flowing inn “stripes” ((lower left)
whicch appear ddark in (a), w
while a largge region neear center riight appearss to obstrucct cell flow
(arroow). Variattions in celll velocitiess are evideent from thhe spacing of dots (ceells) along
trajeectories in thhis image. ((c) More dilute sampless (PBS:bloood = 4:1) aree more transsparent and
flow
w more easily, so no deensification is observedd at this floow rate. Floow through the central
drainn hole outllet leads too darkeningg in the exxit tube (arrrow) whichh is made visible by
incluuding backllighting.
These effects caan be avoidded by furtheer dilution oof the initiall samples, w
which reduces the opaciity
and effective viscosity andd diminishees the probaability of ceell aggregatee formationn, as shown in
U
ely, dilutionn seriously ccompromises blood throoughput.
Suppplementary Figure 8c. Unfortunate
Probblems with aggregate fformation caan also be eeliminated bby operatinng at higher flow rates as
show
wn in Suppllementary Movie
M
2. Suupplementarry Figure 9aa shows an excerpted reflected
r
ligght
imagge as a sam
mple (PBS/bblood = 1/1) is flowed at 10 mL hhr-1 and beggins to fill the flow ceell.
Heree the laminaar flow charracter withinn the flow ccell is much better deveeloped, as thhe flow is noow
sym
mmetrical w
with respect to the inleet/outlet axxis. Supplem
mentary Figgure 9b shhows multipply
expoosed trajectoories of dyeed H1650 ceells, which now appearr as streaks because off the increassed
flow
w rate, superrimposed onn a reflectedd light imagge which shhows the bloood sample filled regioons
of thhe flow celll when thee flow reachhes steady state. The ddirect visuaalization off fluorescenttly
labeeled CTC inn flow indiccates possibbilities for fflow cytomeetry identifiication of C
CTC, although
the fluorescencce of typical CTC staains is mucch weaker than that of CellTraccker staininng.
mple is nearrly
Suppplementary Figure 9c shows a reflected liight image when the blood sam
exhaausted and the feed linnes containn PBS. The last vestigges of the ssample appeear at varioous
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localized regions of the input slot and flow along smooth paths which are consistent with the
fluorescent cell trajectories, negligibly affected by diffusion or the aggregation induced flow
obstructions observed at lower flow rates.

(c)
(a)
(b)
Supplementary Fig. 9 (a) Reflected light image of blood/PBS mixture (PBS:blood = 1:1)
as flow at 10 mL hr-1 has partially filled the flow cell. At this flow rate, the laminar flow
character within the flow cell is well developed and the stripes and blockages of
Supplementary Figure 8b are absent. (b) The flow gradually fills the flow cell nearly
completely at steady state, and the superimposed fluorescent H1650 trajectories illustrate
the expected radial decay character of cell velocities, which are thus highly non-uniform
over the pore array. At this flow rate cells near the inlet appear as streaks with lengths
which correspond to mm sec-1 cell velocities, while cells near edges travel much more
slowly. (c) When the blood sample is nearly consumed, the cell inflow becomes localized
to various points in the entry slot. A reflected light image shows the location of the flow
paths associated with different entry points, showing that cells move on very specific
paths in steady state.
An examination of the cell velocities in different locations, from either streak length or spacing
along fluorescent trajectories, reveals a large spatial heterogeneity in cell velocities, so that
spatial variations in magnetic trapping efficiencies must be anticipated for this configuration.
This is highly undesirable when attempting to extend magnetic capture to weaker magnetic
labeling by lowering flow rates; suggesting a need to avoid the long range parabolic velocity
profiles of laminar flow in simple lateral flow cells.
To uniformize the macroscopic variations of flow velocities, we therefore choose a vertical flow
configuration. Here the sample is fed through a large diameter tube placed directly above the
pore array. Because the pore array obstructs flow over most of its area, the flow transforms from
the characteristic parabolic velocity distribution of the tube, where velocity ~ 1- r2/R2 with r the
radial coordinate and R the tube radius at large distances from the pore array, and becomes more
uniform as z approaches the sifter surface. Flow velocities through the pores thus become quite
homogenous over the sifter area, similar to the uniformity of flow among individual nozzles in a
shower head. For more quantitative insight, a COMSOL simulation has been performed to show
the fluid velocity variations across the surface of a pore array, which is displayed in
Supplementary Figure 10. Clearly the difference in flow velocities between pores located at the
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pore array center and edge is greatly reduced (about 10% variation) as compared to the large
radial variation (1- r2/R2) expected for unimpeded laminar flow.

Supplementary Fig. 10 Results of simulation of flow velocities at the surface of pore array. The
lateral coordinates (x, y) on the pore array surface are stated in μm (2000 μm = 2 mm), and the
flow velocities (in z direction) are given, using the color scale, in meters sec-1 (0.003 m sec-1 = 3
mm/sec.). This flow profile gradually transforms into that of the laminar flow characteristic of
the simple tube as the cross section is calculated for positions (z coordinates) above the pore
array surface. The transition is nearly complete at z = 5 mm. Supplementary Figure 3 shows that
the rapid spatial variations in fluid velocities across each pore extend only a few pore diameters
(~ 0.1 mm) above the pore array surface.
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m
caapture and release pheenomena we
w have useed magneticcally labeleed,
To visualize magnetic
we
CelllTracker staained H1650 cells at llow densitiees and withhout whole blood. In this case, w
folloowed the R
R&D System
ms labelingg protocol, which incluudes washiing steps too remove uunreaccted magnettic labeling antibodies and magnetic nanoparrticles. For Supplementtary Movie 3,
we uused a 10X
X objective with NA=00.2 which reesults in beetter lateral resolution, smaller pixxel
spaccing and shaallower deppth of field. The gap bbetween the magnetic ssifter surfacce and the top
t
winddow is 2 mm
m here, for which wholle blood susspensions arre unacceptaably opaquee, so that ceells
whicch are moviing throughh the flow ceell become heavily disttorted whenn they are noot in the foccal
planne. The nom
minal lateral velocities oof cells are also reduceed here, relaative to the thin
t
(0.1 mm
m)
gap cell used foor spiked saamples, because of the larger gap. Supplemenntary Figuree 11 shows an
exceerpted imagge of fluorescent cellls, with ppores partiaally revealeed by tiltedd transmittted
backklighting. T
The full movvie shows ccells in flow
w, both withh and withoout the magnnetizing fielld,
and also demonnstrates the rrelease of ccaptured cellls when thee field is rem
moved soon after capturre,
and the flow is reversed annd slightly inncreased.

Sup
pplementaryy Fig. 111 Live obbservation of capturee behaviorr (excerpt image frrom
Suppplementary Movie 3). Supplem
mentary Moovie 3 shoows H-16500 cells, pree-labeled w
with
CelllTracker Grreen, passinng through tthe magnetic sifter in the absence of an appplied magneetic
fieldd. When a field is appplied, cells aare capturedd at the edgges of the poores. Uponn removing the
fieldd and reversing the dirrection of fflow, capturred cells aree released ffrom the poore array. Pore
P
edgees are 50 μm
m.
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Supplementary Fig. 12 AGM result and Langevin function curves for H1650 cells after
incubation with magnetic nanoparticles. The above M-H curve (blue curve) yields a saturation
moment of 130 µemu for 9 x 105 cells after incubation with 0.1mg/ml of biotinylated AntiEpCAM antibody (Clone 9C4, Biolegend) and 100ul of magnetic nanoparticle stock solution
(MagCellect Streptavidin Ferrofluid, R&D Systems, Cat. #MAG999). This yields an approximate
value of 1.4 x 10-10 emu per cell. The black curve is the magnetization obtained by using the
Langevin function, and is the functional form used in Comsol.
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